Allometric engineering: a causal analysis of natural selection on offspring size.
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Techniques of offspring size manipulation, "allometric engineering," were used in combination with studies of natural selection to elucidate the causal relation between egg size and offspring survival of lizards. The results experimentally validate premises underlying theories of optimal egg size: fecundity selection favoring the production of large clutches of small eggs was balanced by survival selection favoring large offspring. However, large hatchlings did not always have the highest survival, contrary to most theoretical expectations. Optimizing selection on offspring size per se was the most common pattern. Moreover, matches between average and optimal egg size were qualitative, not quantitative, perhaps reflecting known functional constraints on the production of large eggs.

The effect of egg and clutch size on fitness has been a central focus in evolutionary ecology (1) since the work of Lack (2, 3). For organisms with extended parental care (for example, birds and mammals), Lack predicted that natural selection favors the clutch (or litter) size that produces the most surviving offspring (2). He tested this hypothesis by manipulating clutch size, and this elegant protocol has become the standard in avian studies. For organisms without parental care (for example, most amphibians, reptiles, fish, and insects), Lack (3) realized that natural selection should instead favor a compromise (optimizing selection) between the quantity and quality (size) of offspring. His prediction was based on two premises: (i) egg size is inversely related to clutch size (egg number), but (ii) offspring quality and hence offspring survival is positively related to egg size. Optimizing selection results from the conflict between fecundity selection (presumably favoring many small eggs) and survival selection (presumably favoring a few large eggs). At evolutionary equilibrium the average egg size should match the optimum. The first premise is usually supported in descriptive studies (4) and experimental tests (5). However, with the exception of a few descriptive studies (6, 7), the second premise has not been tested by direct manipulation of offspring size analogous to manipulations of clutch size. Therefore, we set out to test the second of Lack's premises. We combined new techniques of offspring size manipulation (4, 5), "allometric engineering" (8), with a field study of natural selection to determine the causal relation between egg size and offspring quality as indexed by survival in natural populations of a lizard.

We collected eggs from reproductive side-blotched lizards (Uta stansburiana), a small iguanid lizard (3 to 10 g) that matures in 1 year, at two localities in the inner Coast Range of California, along Del Puerto Canyon Road (Stanislaus County, California) and near Los Banos Grandes along Billy Wright Road (Merced County, California) (9). Females typically lay small eggs (mean of 0.39 g) on the first clutch and larger eggs (0.43 g) on later clutches (5, 6, 10). Lack's hypothesis would be supported if (i) females that lay intermediate-sized eggs leave the most surviving offspring (optimizing selection); (ii) the optimum egg size is small in the first clutch of the season but larger in later clutches; and (iii) the observed seasonal shifts in average egg size in these clutches coincides with shifts in the optimum.

Optimizing selection can be difficult to detect because the narrow size range of individuals in natural populations (11-13) results in a low statistical power. Allometric engineering techniques (4, 5, 8) permitted us to decrease hatchling size by 1.3 SDs and increase hatchling size by 1.6 SDs (14). Moreover, by experimentally separating size from other correlated traits (4, 5, 8), we could verify the causal links between size and fitness (11-13).

Newborn hatchlings were weighed (g), marked, and released (May through August) within 3 days on the site in small groups in close proximity to female home ranges. A total of 1668 control, miniaturized, and gigantized hatchlings were released at the two study sites over two reproductive seasons (14). We recorded offspring survival to 1 month and to maturity (15). We used a cubic spline algorithm (12) to determine the shape of the fitness function relating offspring survival and offspring size. Significance tests for directional and optimizing survival selection (16) were based on jackknife estimates of t values (13). Hatchlings that were not recaptured during any of these censuses were assumed to have died (17). We analyzed patterns of hatchling survival for first-clutch hatchlings separately from later clutches because hatchlings from later clutches must have competed not only with other later clutch hatchlings but also with first clutch hatchlings, which were larger by virtue of their age.

Lack's first prediction, that selection on egg size should be
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optimizing, was found in seven of eight cases (Fig. 1, except in first clutch Los Banos 1990). Contrary to theory, however, optimizing selection did not usually result from a simple interaction between conflicting directional-selection components. The fecundity component ([m.sub.e] curve) was invariably directional and favored females that produced large clutches of small eggs, whereas the offspring survival component (1, curve) was strictly directional and favored the largest egg size in only two of eight cases [later clutch Los Banos (LB) and Del Puerto (DP) in 1989]. Survival selection was significantly optimizing in three cases (LB first clutch 1989, LB and DP later clutches 1990), optimizing but nonsignificant in two cases (DB first clutch 1989 and 1990; however, if data from the 2 years are pooled, significant optimizing selection is detected, P < 0.05), and unrelated to size in one case (LB first clutch in 1990; however, see below).

The discrepancy between the expected pattern of strictly directional survival selection that favors large egg size and observed patterns reflects a complicating effect of season and hatching sex. At LB, for example, directional selection consistently favored large female hatchlings (Fig. 2, A and B). Nevertheless, size selection on males was complex. In three of four cases, size selection on males to 1 month of age included a significant optimizing component that favored intermediate-sized hatchlings in addition to a significant directional component that favored large hatchlings. In the fourth case, size selection was directional but favored small male hatchlings. The sex of the hatching is important because aggression (including cannibalism) by adult males, as well as dispersal away from adult male territories, depends on hatching sex (16).

Lack's hypothesis also predicts that the average egg size should track a seasonal shift (if one occurs) in the optimal egg size. The prediction always holds qualitatively. Both average and optimal egg sizes increased seasonally in three of four cases (Fig. 1), and neither shifted in the remaining case (DP 1990) (18). Quantitatively, however, average egg size did not shift nearly as much ([Difference] 11% increase) as did optimal egg size ([Difference] 50% for cases with a shifting optimum). Moreover, in these cases, the average egg size in the first clutch was not as small as the optimum egg size, and the average egg size in later clutches was often not as large as the optimum. The population at DP, which shifted egg size in 1989 but not in 1990, suggests that seasonal changes in egg size were facultative. This observation, as well as the significant between-year variation in average egg size observed between 1989 (a nondrought year) and 1990 (a drought year), indicate that egg size showed pronounced plasticity (18).

Known functional and physiological constraints may explain why females do not primarily track the seasonal shifts in optimum egg size. Females with experimentally decreased clutch size, and thus with enlarged eggs (as above), often become egg-bound or produce eggs that burst at oviposition (5). A pronounced increase in the probability of such reproductive difficulties occurs at egg sizes >0.48 g (5), well below many of the later clutch (seasonal) optima detected in our studies. Females that become egg-bound would ultimately die in natural populations, and thus the production of excessively large eggs required to match the optimum egg size on later clutches would result in a cost of reproduction that decreases future reproductive success of females (19).

Offspring size manipulation has two advantages over correlational studies. Experimental manipulations verify causal links between egg size and fitness (4, 8, 11-13). These techniques also facilitate the detection of selection (12) by increasing the representation of large and small individuals in the population and thus experimentally enhancing the natural variance in offspring size by -54% (Fig. 1). These advantages can be shown by a comparison of results from an analysis of selection on offspring size that used only natural variation in egg size with analyses that used both natural and experimentally enhanced variation. The patterns of natural selection detected with the restricted sample of natural variation agreed with analyses based on natural and experimentally enhanced variation in all cases, and there were no pathological artifacts arising from our manipulations (20).

The best quantitative comparison using only the data for natural variation compared to the full range of natural and experimentally enhanced variation is provided by selection on female hatchlings. For example, survival selection on female hatchlings at 1 month of age appeared to be fairly stable and directional (for example, linear), although the relative strength of selection changed on first versus later clutches (Fig. 2A). In this instance, the size dependence of survival [Beta] coefficient, which measures the intensity of directional selection (16) that was measured with both natural and experimentally enhanced variation, was very similar to the intensity of selection that was measured with the restricted data set comprised of natural variation [Beta = 0.180, P < 0.0001] was very similar to the intensity of selection that was measured with the restricted data set comprised of natural variation [Beta = 0.196, P < 0.01]. Thus, the enhanced survival of large female hatchlings is causally related to greater maternal provisioning and enhanced egg size.

For male hatchlings, analyses based on experimentally enhanced variation indicated that survival was usually the best for intermediate-sized hatchlings: smallest and largest hatchlings typically had lower rates of survival at 1 month.
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of age. Using a sample restricted to the natural variation in male hatching size (both populations and years pooled; n = 240), we detected marginally significant optimizing selection on the first clutch (P = 0.06) that favored intermediate-sized hatchlings. Thus, the survival decrement associated with the smallest and largest male hatchlings that was detected in natural variation is causally related to egg size. Moreover, this result demonstrates the enhanced statistical power of experimentally enhanced variation. Whereas the deleterious effects of large and small hatchling size of male offspring were marginally significant with a pooled sample (n = 240) that was comprised of only natural variation, such effects were significant in most clutches and most years for the population at LB with relatively small sample sizes (as small as n = 72) that were comprised of natural and experimentally induced variation (Fig. 2B). Thus, allometric engineering provides a causal assessment of selection on offspring size that greatly enhances the detection of selection relative to natural variation.

Our results clearly validate Lack's first premise (2), which is thought to govern the evolution of egg size: egg number is inversely related to egg size in these and other lizards (4, 5). However, our results question the universality of Lack's second premise (2), on which most evolutionary models (1) of offspring size are based. Large hatchlings do not invariably survive best; survival depends on offspring size, season, and even offspring sex. The strength of selection on offspring size also varies between years and between populations (21): The most common pattern was a combination of directional and optimizing survival selection for egg size during the first month of life, not directional survival selection, as is commonly believed (22). Because we did not detect effects of egg size on body size or fecundity of offspring at maturity, the effects of egg size on fitness were mediated largely by the effects on offspring survival at maturity (Fig. 2B) (23). Moreover, the match between average and optimal egg size (Figs. 1 and 2) is only qualitative, not quantitative, perhaps reflecting a known functional constraint on the maximum egg size females can produce. Our allometric engineering techniques, which can be applied to a wide range of egg-laying organisms in addition to other reptiles (4, 5, 8), could be used to extend the generality of our observations on adaptation and constraint in the evolution of lizard reproductive patterns to other organisms without parental care.
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several major recaptures on-site (LB, radius [Difference] 300 m; DP, radius [Difference] 100 m) and in a large, surrounding buffer zone (LB, extending an additional 250 m; DP, extending 200 m). We recaptured hatchlings first during the summer, at about 4 weeks (28 [+] or -] 10 days) after they were initially released. We recaptured them again at maturity the following spring (March to May). [16.] R. Lande and S. J. Arnold, Evolution 37, 1210 (1983). [17.] This assumption was probably valid because dispersal rates into our buffer zone were very low ([Difference] 5% of all recaptures) [P. E. Doughty, thesis, University of Tennessee, Knoxville (1991)] and capture efficiency during the summer was high (89%) and independent of hatching size (P > 0.36). [18.] Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA, with covariate for female postlaying mass significant, P < 0.05) of mean egg size revealed significant differences in egg size between years (P < 0.001), populations (P < 0.001), and first versus later clutches (0.0001), as well as significant population by year, clutch by year (P < 0.01), and population by clutch (P < 0.05) interaction effects. The interaction between population and clutch was not significant (P > 0.16). ANCOVA of egg size populations and years treated separately] revealed that the seasonal change in egg size was significant (P < 0.05) for LB 1989, LB 1990, and DP 1989, but not for DP 1990 (P > 0.05). [19.] D. Reznick, Oikos 44, 257 (1985). [20.] The lower survival of enlarged hatchling males in most years would suggest that surgical effects on the female parent might cause a drop in offspring quality even though size remains enlarged. This is unlikely for the following reasons. First, we did not detect any effects of sham surgery (P > 0.56), follicle ablation (P > 0.94) (5), or yolk removal from eggs (P < 0.47) (4) except for the comparable effects that manipulations and natural variation have on egg size and offspring survival (P < 0.01) (ANCOVA with pooled data set). Second, the pathology would have to be sex-dependent (Fig. 2): the largest female hatchlings always showed high survival at the same time that the largest male hatchlings showed low survival. Third, on the first clutch in 1989 for LB, we did not release experimentally gigantized hatchlings, and thus the decreased survival of large hatchlings was a result of natural variation. Moreover, if we pool all results from both years and populations to estimate selection on the first-clutch male hatchlings with only the natural variation, we detected marginally significant optimizing selection (P = 0.06, n = 240). Fourth, in the most extreme case we observed directional selection that favored experimentally miniaturized male hatchlings (first clutch for LB 1990, Fig. 2A), and in this case significant directional selection favoring small males was also detected (P < 0.01) with only the natural range of variation. [21.] We tested (ANCOVA) for differences in 1-month offspring survival as a function of egg size (covariate) across clutches (first versus later clutches), between populations, and between years (as well as higher order interaction terms among these three factors). We partitioned this analysis by sex because female survival curves were linear and male survival curves included a significant optimizing component. For the female offspring, we found that most of the higher order interaction terms involving clutch (for example, first versus later clutches) and the covariate egg size were significant or marginally significant, including clutch by year (P < 0.05), clutch by population (P < 0.05), clutch by year by egg size (P = 0.06), clutch by population by egg size (P = 0.05), clutch by population by year (P < 0.01), clutch by population by year by egg size (P < 0.05), and (egg size) [sup.2] (P < 0.001) effects. The only interaction term that was significant was clutch by egg size (P < 0.01). Population (P > 0.05) and year effects (P > 0.05) were not significant, nor were any other higher order interaction terms. [22.] Postlaying body mass was used as a second covariate for the calculations of the directional selection coefficients on female fecundity, [m.sub.e]. Significance levels based on jackknife estimates of t values (13) for the directional [Beta] and stabilizing (y) coefficients on fecundity ([m.sub.e]) and offspring survival ([l.sub.e]) (15) [where suggested by cubic spline analyses (12)] are as follows: LB 1989, first clutch: [l.sub.e]([Beta] = 2.686, P < 0.01; [Upsilon] = 2.495, P < 0.05), [m.sub.e]([Beta] = -0.618, P < 0.0001); later clutches: [l.sub.e]([Beta] = -1.162, P = 0.05), [m.sub.e]([Beta] = -0.307, P < 0.001); 1990, first clutch: [l.sub.e]([Beta] = -0.397, P < 0.001); 1990, first clutch: [l.sub.e]([Beta] = -0.279, P < 0.0001); later clutches: [l.sub.e]([Beta] = 1.175, P < 0.05; [Upsilon] = -0.968, P < 0.06), [m.sub.e]([Beta] = -0.556, P < 0.05); and DP 1989, first clutch: [l.sub.e]([Beta] = 0.878, P > 0.05, NS; [Upsilon] = -1.024, P > 0.05, NS), [m.sub.e]([Beta] = -0.544, P < 0.0001); later clutches: [l.sub.e]([Beta] = 0.177, P < 0.01), [m.sub.e]([Beta] = -0.745, P < 0.001); 1990, first clutch: [l.sub.e]([Beta] = 0.510, P > 0.05, NS; [Upsilon] = -0.444, P < 0.05), [m.sub.e]([Beta] = -0.383, P < 0.05); later clutches: [l.sub.e]([Beta] = 2.161, P < 0.05; [Upsilon] = -2.191, P < 0.05), [m.sub.e]([Beta] = -0.404, P < 0.0001). The balance between fecundity and survival selection ([m.sub.e] x [l.sub.e]) yielded an optimum egg size in seven of eight comparisons. The optimum egg size is the reproductive strategy that left the most surviving offspring.
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In one case (LB 1990, first clutch) there was no optimum per se, and the female that laid the smallest eggs in the population produced the most surviving offspring (arbitrarily defined as the optimum). [23] Significance levels based on jackknife estimates of t values (13) for the directional ([Beta]) and stabilizing ([Upsilon]) coefficients for survival selection (15) [where suggested by cubic spline analyses (12)] are as follows: LB 1989, first clutch (females: [Beta] = 0.186, P = 0.05; males: [Beta] = 3.536, P < 0.02, [Upsilon] = -3.361, P < 0.03); second clutch (females: [Beta] = 0.079, P > 0.05, NS males: [Beta] = 1.16, P = 0.06; [Upsilon] = -1.051, P = 0.09); and 1990, first clutch (females: [Beta] = 0.150, P < 0.02, males: [Beta] = -0.136, P = 0.06); second clutch (females: [Beta] = 0.307, P < 0.01; males: [Beta] = 1.353, P < 0.01, [Upsilon] = -1.201, P < 0.05). When both responses were linear (for example, first clutch of 1990), we could test for significant differences between the sexes. In this case, selection on egg size differed significantly depending on offspring sex (ANCOVA, P < 0.01), and the probability of survival was highest for largest females but smallest males. [24] The curves relating survival probability to maturity are linear, which permits a test for differences in survival between the sexes by ANCOVA. Selection on egg size to maturity was significant (covariate egg mass was significant, P < 0.01), and there were significant sex differences in the strength and direction of selection on the survival of male and female offspring (sex by egg mass interaction term was significant, P < 0.05). [25] We thank R. Nichols, S. Edwards, and L. Carroll for assistance with collecting eggs and hatchling recaptures, P. Licht for research support (DCB-and 88-48022), M. Wake for arranging support from the Department of Zoology, University of California (UC), Berkeley. This work was supported by a National Science Foundation grant to R.B.H. and B.S. (BSR-8919600); B.S. was supported by the Miller Institute for Basic Research in Science, UC, Berkeley. We also thank P. Stadler for permission to work on his land. All animal care and surgery were in full compliance with the UC, Berkeley, animal care and use committee. 22 June 1992; accepted 20 October 1992